
Abstract The evolutionary pattern of the myc-like

anthocyanin regulatory gene antR-Cor was examined

in the dwarf dogwood species complex (Cornus Sub-

genus Arctocrania) that contains two diploid species

(C. canadensis and C. suecica), their putative hybrids

with intermediate phenotypes, and a tetraploid deriv-

ative (C. unalaschkensis). Full-length sequences of this

gene (~4 kb) were sequenced and characterized for 47

dwarf dogwood samples representing all taxa catego-

ries from 43 sites in the Pacific Northwest. Analysis of

nucleotide diversity indicated departures from neutral

evolution, due most likely to local population struc-

ture. Neighbor-joining and haplotype network analyses

show that sequences from the tetraploid and diploid

intermediates are much more strongly diverged from

C. suecica than from C. canadensis, and that the

intermediate phenotypes may represent an ancestral

group to C. canadensis rather than interspecific hy-

brids. Seven amino acid mutations that are potentially

linked to myc-like anthocyanin regulatory gene

function correlate with petal colors differences that

characterize the divergence between two diploid spe-

cies and the tetraploid species in this complex. The

evidence provides a working hypothesis for testing the

role of the gene in speciation and its link to the petal

coloration. Sequencing and analysis of additional

nuclear genes will be necessary to resolve questions

about the evolution of the dwarf dogwood complex.

Keywords Cornus Æ Gene evolution Æ Hybridization Æ
Myc-like anthocyanin regulatory gene Æ Nucleotide

polymorphism Æ Polyploid Æ Speciation

Introduction

Identifying genetic changes at the DNA level under-

lying adaptive morphological divergence is essential to

unraveling the molecular basis of speciation. Studies of

the pattern of gene evolution, especially genes having a

function associated with a key morphological trait

potentially involved in species divergence, would be

particularly illuminating in this regard. Such studies in

a hybrid–polyploid complex may further elucidate how

gene evolution in the hybrids and polyploidy translate

into novel phenotype due to genome dynamics asso-

ciated with gene and genome duplication (see reviews

by Wendel 2000; Wolfe 2001; Moore and Purugganan

2005). Some recent studies have proposed that regu-

latory gene evolution can be a significant factor in

organismal diversification (Wilson 1975; King and

Wilson 1975; Dickinson 1988; Doebley 1993). Changes
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in regulatory loci, for example, are thought to underlie

the evolution of some developmental mechanisms that

result in morphological differentiation between taxa

(Carroll 1995; Palopoli and Patel 1996; Purugganan

1998, 2000). Studies also suggest that regulatory genes

in hybrids also play a key role in the processes of

generating novel morphological and physiological

phenotypes acted on by natural selection (e.g. Doebley

and Lukens 1998; Purugganan 1998; Wendel 2000;

Kellogg 2002; Simpson 2002; Levine and Tjian 2003;

Papp et al. 2003).

The dwarf dogwood or bunchberry (Cornus Subg.

Arctocrania Endl. Ex Reichenb.) species complex

provides a nice system to study gene evolution associ-

ated with species divergence and hybrid novelty. These

plants are perennial rhizomatous ground cover herbs.

Three species, C. canadensis L., C. suecica L., and

C. unalaschkensis Ledeb., were described from the

group. The first two species are diploid (2n = 22), and

the third is a tetraploid (2n = 44) (Bain and Denford

1979). The three species are mainly distributed in areas

of high latitudes and elevations of the Northern

Hemisphere. Cornus canadensis occurs from north-

eastern North America westward to northeastern Asia,

extending southward to the Rocky Mountains, Appa-

lachian Mountains, and mountains of Japan. Cornus

suecica has more northerly and coastal distribution in

North America and Eurasia (Murrell 1994). The tet-

raploid, C. unalaschkensis, is restricted to the Pacific

region of North America where the ranges of the two

diploid species overlap. The two diploid species are

easily distinguished by their differences in petal color

and leaf morphology. Cornus suecica has dark purple

petals and several pairs of chlorophyllous sessile leaves

with parallel veins, whereas C. canadensis has creamy

white petals and a cluster of green leaves only on the

uppermost node, and the leaves are shortly petiolate

with pinnate venation (Table 1). In the Pacific North-

west and northeastern North America, the two species

overlap and hybridize, resulting in a species complex

consisting of two morphological extremes (corre-

sponding to the two diploid species) and a wide array

of intermediate forms combining different morpho-

logical features of the two morphological extremes

(Bain and Denford 1979; Murrell 1994). These inter-

mediate forms have white, purple, or bicolored petals

variable in the relative portion of the purple color,

from the tip to nearly entirely purple except the base

center of the petal. The tetraploid species C. unal-

aschkensis, endemic to the Pacific Northwest, is among

the bicolor intermediate forms, characterized by the

apical half purple and basal half cream (Murrell 1994;

see Table 1). Based on its morphological intermediacy, T
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the tetraploid species was considered to derive from

hybridization between C. canadensis and C. suecica

(Bain and Denford 1979). In the Pacific Northwest, the

bicolored floral phenotype is the most common and

occurs across the distribution of both parental species.

For example, Cornus suecica occur in completely open

areas of high latitude and high elevations (from the

transitional zone to above tree line) where wind is

strong and UV light is intense. These plants are short

and develop dark purple petals as well as normal,

paired green leaves at the upper three nodes of the

stem. These characters are considered to be a potential

adaptation to the strong light and UV environment

(Stapleton 1992). In contrast, C. canadensis occur in

coniferous forests of lower elevations and produce

white petals, a ‘‘whorl’’ of larger green leaves only on

the uppermost node of the stem as an adaptation to an

environment with lower light intensity. The bicolor-

flowered tetraploid C. unalaschkensis and diploid

intermediates produce a whorl of large green leaves on

the upper most nodes as well as a pair of reduced green

or scaly leaves at the second and even third nodes from

the stem apex (Table 1). These plants were found in

both habitats across the elevational ranges inhabited

by the two parental species.

It is known that anthocyanin pigments are largely

responsible for pink, red, purple and blue coloration in

plant tissues, especially in flowers (Mol et al. 1998).

Abundant evidence indicates that an important func-

tion of the pigments is protecting flowers from damage

by the UV light (Stapleton 1992). The acquisition of

purple petals in C. suecica (none of the other dogwood

species has purple petals or occurs in the same habitat)

was probably important to the species for adaptation to

habitat at higher elevation with more intense UV light

as well as divergence from the white flowered

C. canadensis. The coexistence of both white and

purple colors in the petals of the hybrid and polyploid

individuals is a novelty and potentially a key trait

permitting their occurrence under both strong and

lower UV light conditions. Given the pattern of petal

variation associated with ecological difference and

species divergence, it is interest to investigate the

evolutionary pattern of genes regulating the anthocy-

anin pathways in the group. Various studies have

indicated that the expression of anthocyanin regulatory

genes in Zea mays, Nicotiana, Arabidopsis, Petunia,

Antirrhinum majus, Gossypium, Perilla, and Solanum

lycopersicum activate the structural genes and induce

pigmentation in a wide variety of tissues, especially in

flowers, and that mutations in a case of myc-like reg-

ulatory genes result in partial expression of anthocya-

nin pigments in petals (Ludwig and Wessler 1990;

Radicella et al. 1991; Martin et al. 1991; Goodrich

et al. 1992; Consonni et al. 1992, 1993; Lioyd et al.

1992; Quattrocchio et al. 1993, 1998; Goldsbourougn

et al. 1996; Hu et al. 1996; De-Vetten et al. 1997; Mol

et al. 1998; Gong et al. 1999). Evidence from Arabid-

opsis, Zea mays, Brassica, and Drosophila demon-

strated that regulatory genes can harbor significant

variation responsible for adaptive morphological evo-

lution and sometimes can also exhibit low molecular

diversity due to strong selection (review in Purugganan

2000). For example, in Arabidopsis, three floral

developmental genes (CAL, AP3, and PI) show

accelerated protein polymorphism linked to positive

selective pressure (Riechmann and Meyerowitz 1997;

Purugganan and Suddith 1998, 1999). In the catostomid

family fishes, protein polymorphisms associated with

reproductive morphological diversification following

hybridization and polyploidization were demonstrated

(Ferris and Whitt 1979). In Brassica, the BoCal gene

has low sequence variation, but positive selection was

detected (Purugannan 2000).

We have previously reported on the isolation and

molecular evolutionary analysis of a myc-like antho-

cyanin regulatory gene in the dogwood genus Cornus

(antR-Cor hereafter) and described its utility for

resolving phylogenetic relationships within the genus

(Fan et al. 2004). In the present study, we examine the

pattern of genomic sequence variation of antR-Cor

(~4,000 bp) for the species complex from the Pacific

Northwest of North America and further investigate

the processes that may have shaped the sequence

variation in antR-Cor. Finally, we use the antR-Cor

sequence data to test assumptions about the evolution

of the dwarf dogwood complex, including the hybrid

origin of the bicolored phenotypes and the allopoly-

ploid origin of the tetraploid species. The evidence

provides a working hypothesis for testing the role of

the gene in speciation and its link to the petal colora-

tion. Our results suggest an association of amino acid

substitutions at some sites with petal color phenotypes,

and raise new questions about the origins of the

bicolored phenotypes and C. unalaschkensis.

Materials and methods

Sampling

Samples of dwarf dogwoods were collected from 43 sites

across the Pacific Northwest region of North America

where all morphological forms and ecotypes co-occur.

Plant samples were classified into three species (C.

canadensis, C. suecica, and C. unalaschkensis) and

Genetica (2007) 130:19–34 21
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hybrids based on a combination of morphological

diagnostic characters provided in Bain and Denford

(1979) and Murrell (1994) from cytological and

morphological analyses (Table 1): Group ‘‘CC’’—(C.

canadensis); Group ‘‘CS’’—(C. suecica); Group

‘‘CU’’—(C. unalaschkensis); and Group ‘‘CH’’—(dip-

loid intermediates representing putative hybrids).

Group ‘‘CC’’ includes six samples collected from vari-

ous sites of the collecting area; group ‘‘CS’’ contains

seven samples from Alaska and one additional sample

(#94-388) from Norway; C. unalaschkensis (‘‘CU’’)

includes 23 samples from across a wide range of the

collecting areas. The intermediates, group ‘‘CH’’, have

10 samples from various collecting sites (Table 2). The

sampling sites span geographical areas of Idaho (ID,

USA), Oregon (OR, USA), Washington (WA, USA),

Alaska (AK, USA), British Columbia (BC, Canada),

and the Yukon (YK, Canada) (see Fig. 1). One samples

representing a species of Cornus from the sister clade of

dwarf dogwoods, C. florida (Fan and Xiang 2001; Xiang

et al. 2006) was included in the analyses to provide

outgroups for rooting the phylogenetic trees.

DNA extraction, PCR amplification, and

sequencing

Total genomic DNA was extracted from fresh leaves,

using a previously described protocol (see Xiang et al.

1998). The genomic sequence of the myc-like antho-

cyanin regulatory gene was amplified using the fol-

lowing primer combinations: F0A-R2A2, F2A (or

F2A1)-R3¢, F4A-R4A, F6A-R7A, and F7A2-R9A

(Fig. 2; Fan et al. 2004). PCR reactions contained the

following combinations: 5 ll of 10 · Mg2+ free buffer,

6 ll of 25 mmol/l MgCl2, 6–10 ll of 2.5 mmol/l dNTPs,

0.5 ll of 20 lmol/l forward primer, 0.5 ll of 20 lmol/l

reverse primer, 5 ll of DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide), 1–

5 ll of Bovine serum albumin (BSA, 10 mg/ml), 0.3 ll

of Taq polymerase (Promega), 5–10 ll of 20 ng/ll total

DNA extract, and calibrated to final 50 ll using

deionized water. Amplification conditions were as

follows: (1) 94�C for 30 s for one cycle; (2) 30–40 cycles

of 94�C for 45 s, 50–60�C for 1 min, 72�C for 1.5–

2.5 min; (3) a terminal phase at 72�C for 6 min. The

process of sequencing purified PCR products is de-

scribed in Fan et al. (2004). Additionally, TA cloning

of PCR products was used to obtain sequences from a

few CU samples to confirm the heterozygosity for

insertion–deletion (indel) polymorphisms. The se-

quences from cloning products were identified as only

two alleles, one with indel sequences and one without

indel sequences. This also confirms that the antR-Cor

is a single copy in both tetraploids and diploids.

Therefore, heterozygosity of the indel in the tetra-

ploids may simply be due to the presence of four al-

leles, reducing the likelihood of homozygosity. The

sequence chromatogram output files for all samples

were checked visually and edited before alignment.

The sequences were aligned using Clustal X (Thomp-

son et al. 1997), and adjusted manually. Presence of

another copy of antR-Cor in Cornus is possible. Initial

PCR and sequencing using the degenerate primers

designed from GenBank sequences of other taxa de-

tected two divergent types of sequences. The se-

quences included in this analysis are all from the same

copy amplified by copy-specific PCR primers described

above. Sequence comparison indicates that this copy is

homologous to the myc-like anthocyanin regulatory

gene identified in other model organisms (see Fan et al.

2004).

Test of sequence diversity and neutrality

To investigate sequence diversity within the dwarf

dogwood species complex, patterns and rates of

sequence variation were assessed within each group

(‘‘CC’’, ‘‘CS’’, ‘‘CU’’, and ‘‘CH’’). Sequence diver-

gence between groups and tests of deviation from

neutral equilibrium expectations were conducted using

methods in the program DnaSP (Rozas et al. 2003).

Table 2 The dwarf dogwood samples and outgroups used in this study

Groups Total number
of populations

Voucher of collection:
population #

Color of petals Collection localities

CC (C. canadensis) 7 6, 7, 8, 17, 18, 21, 40 White AK, BC, YK
CH (hybrids) 12 14, 15, 16, 19, 20, 29-1, 29-2,

32, 33, 30, 41, 42
Bicolor (32, 33, 30, 41, 42),

purple (29) or White
(14, 15, 16, 19, 20)

AK, BC, YK

CU (C. unalaschkensis) 23 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 31, 34,

35, 36, 37, 38, 39

Bicolor ID, WA, OR, BC,
AK YK

CS (C. suecica) 5 27-1, 27-2, 43-1, 43-2, 94-388 Purple AK, Norway
Outgroups 1 C. florida (02-16) – Mexico

Note: For voucher of collection, the first number represent the population and the second number indicates the individual

22 Genetica (2007) 130:19–34
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Fig. 2 Schematic map showing the overall structure of antR-Cor
gene for dwarf dogwoods as deduced from the genomic
sequences. The position of the ATG translation start and the
TAA translation stop codons are indicated. The region encoding
bHLH is shown in black. The flanking regions are shown in
shadow. Four indels are indicated by heart (2 bp), arrow (1 bp),
diamond (3 bp), and triangle (12 bp), respectively. The boxes
represent exons, and the line represents introns. Exons are
ordered as I–VIII. The relative position of primers used for PCR
amplification is also shown. The sequences of these primers are

as followed: F0A (TCACTGAGTGGGTGTCTTAAG); R2A2
(CCACTCCGTATCCGTGAGGT); F2A (TTTATGAGT-
CCCTTGYGGTCAC); F2A1 (GTTCAGGCGGTCGAATT-
CAATGCCG); R3¢ (CCSAGCTCAAYYACWCCTCC); F4A
(GCGATATTGCCATTTGTCTG); R4A (CATTTATGGA-
AGTAAGGTCCC); F6A (CTGACCTCGTTGGACCTTC);
R7A (CAAGCAACAAGCGCTCCCT); F7A2 (GAGCT-
GGAGATCAACCTCG); R9A (CTATCCACAAGAAACA-
CYTGC)
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Fig. 1 Dwarf dogwood
sampling locality. Symbols
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circle) represent the
approximate location of
sampled population. The
number adjacent to each
symbol is a unique population
identifier
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Sequence diversity tests were performed using nucle-

otide diversity (p) (Nei 1987) and the population

mutation parameter of Watterson’s h (denote here as

hw) (Watterson 1975) in DnaSP version 4.0 (Rozas

et al. 2003). Tests of deviation from neutrality were

conducted using Tajima’s (1989) and Fu and Li’s

(1993) methods in DnaSP. For Fu & Li’s test, we

performed the analyses in two ways, with and without

outgroups for a comparison. Tajima’s and Fu and Li’s

tests of selection examine deviation from neutral

expectations by estimating the test statistic D for h.

Both methods are statistical analyses of haplotypes

(chromosome). Two alleles (or haplotypes) for each

sample were used in the tests for all the groups (CC,

CS, CH, and CU). Method for inferring haplotype

sequences is detailed in ‘‘Results’’ below.

Phylogenetic and gene genealogical analyses

To understand the genealogical history of the gene and

the study group, we performed phylogenetic analysis

and constructed a haplotype network of allele se-

quences. Phylogenetic analysis of the DNA sequences

from haplotypes in all samples was performed using

the neighbor-joining method with Jukes–Cantor dis-

tance implemented in PAUP* 4.0b10 (Swofford 2002).

Phylogenetic trees were rooted using C. florida, the

sister group of the dwarf dogwoods, and clade support

was estimated by bootstrap analysis of 1,000 replicates

(Felsenstein 1985). The haplotype network was con-

structed using the method of Templeton, Crandall, and

Sing (TCS, Templeton et al. 1992; Clement et al.

2000). The program uses a 95% statistical parsimony

support criterion and takes into account population-

level phenomena (e.g., hybridization, gene flow, and

recombination) in estimating a network of relation-

ships (Templeton et al. 1992; Clement et al. 2000). The

default setting of the program allows 24 steps as the

maximum number of mutations for connecting two

haplotypes. The analysis with this setting prevented the

connections of a few divergent haplotypes to the net-

work. We therefore increased the number of allowable

steps in the TCS analysis to 100 steps.

Results

Sequence data

The antR-Cor sequences generated for the 47 samples

of dwarf dogwoods varied from 4,023 to 4,040 bp in

length, except for two with incomplete sequences

(samples #35 and 40). The sequences for all samples

have been deposited in GenBank as accession number

of AF465415–AF465418 and AF 493694–AF493736.

This gene in dwarf dogwoods contains eight exons and

seven introns. The length of the coding region is 1863,

1875, or 1878 base pairs, and the seven introns have a

total of 1864 or 1867 bp. In addition to nucleotide

substitutions, four indels were found, of which two are

from exon VI, one from intron 1, and one from intron 2

(Fig. 2). For the exon indels, three base pairs (TAT)

are mainly found in intermediates and tetraploids and

the 12-bp indel in exon VI (Fig. 2) is present in ‘‘CS’’

and nearly all ‘‘CH’’. All ‘‘CU’’ individuals contained

alleles both with and without the 12-bp insertion but

otherwise show high similarity. All other regions of the

sequence for the two alleles in the hybrids and

tetraploids are identical except at several polymorphic

sites at which chromatograms showed the presence of

two nucleotides. The presence of indel variants in a

single individual was detected by observing ‘‘clean’’

(non-polymorphic) sequences until the indel position

where sequences from both alleles were mixed and a

single base pattern could not be called. The hetero-

zygotic condition at the indel was confirmed by cloning

and sequencing of both alleles in several samples

showing unreadable sequences starting at the indel

sites. Haplotypes were inferred at the polymorphic

sites by observing which nucleotide was most common

in individuals homozygous for the 12 bp insertion and

deletion, respectively, and assigning that nucleotide to

the insertion and deletion alleles, respectively in the

individuals carrying both versions. This process for

inferring haplotypes introduces some bias into analyses

of gene genealogy. However, unambiguous demarca-

tion of haplotypes would not be possible even with

complete sequencing of clones of PCR products,

because multiple PCR products were required to

amplify the whole gene and because cloning could

create chimeric haplotypes due to the possible occur-

rence of PCR-generated recombinants. Therefore, we

split the heterozygous indels and polymorphic sites

into two alleles for later sequence diversity and

phylogenetic analyses. The full data matrix contains

738 variable sites (19.2%) and 171 (4.46%) parsimony-

informative sites within the 90 dwarf dogwood allele

sequences.

Nucleotide diversity and neutrality test

The level of sequence variation observed in the four

‘‘species’’ groups is substantially different (Table 3).

The total polymorphic sites are shown in Fig. 3. Se-

quence analyses indicated that Group ‘‘CC’’ contains

29 segregating sites and each has a distinct haplotype.

24 Genetica (2007) 130:19–34
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This group has the lowest sequence diversity among all

p values (including all sites and different types of sites)

and lowest hw value (Table 3). Among 29 mutation

sites across the entire sequence within this group, 14

are from protein coding regions. For polymorphic sites

in exons, 10 are non-synonymous mutations and four

are silent mutations. Group ‘‘CS’’ has much higher

sequence variation and diversity than Group ‘‘CC’’ as

measured by p and hw values, which are approximately

three times the values of those for group ‘‘CC’’ in all

tests (Table 3). ‘‘CS’’ possess six haplotypes with 64

segregating sites. Forty-one of 64 segregating sites are

from coding regions. Among 41 polymorphic sites in

coding regions, 32 are replacement mutations. Group

‘‘CH’’ has nearly the level of diversity that CS has,

while CU is intermediate (Table 3). A total of 90

mutation sites were found in Group ‘‘CH’’, of which 35

are from coding regions. Twenty-six of the 35 sites in

coding regions are replacement mutations, and eight

are silent mutations. In group ‘‘CU’’, 70 mutation sites

were detected. Among them, 34 mutations are from

coding regions, and 28 of 34 mutations are non-syn-

onymous. The sequence divergence test shows that

groups ‘‘CH’’ and ‘‘CU’’ are more similar to ‘‘CC’’

than to ‘‘CS’’, and ‘‘CH’’ and ‘‘CU’’ are similar to each

other (Table 4).

All neutrality hypothesis tests examined in this study

yielded non-significant deviation from neutrality in

Tajima’s D, but both Fu and Li’s tests yielded positive

D value that are significantly different from neutrality

in CS, CH, and CU groups (Table 3). Results of these

tests in the CU group must be interpreted with caution

because the sampled alleles may represent homeolo-

gous loci in the tetraploid C. unalaschkensis rather than

alleles, depending on the nature of chromosome

pairing in the tetraploids, but it is noteworthy that the

D values do not differ greatly from the range of values

observed in the other groups. Futhermore, the locus

behaves as a single-copy locus in the tetraploid, with

only minor differences between copies, which suggests

random pairing of the four sets of homologous

chromosomes rather than the presence of distinct

homologs. The ratios of non-synonymous to synony-

mous nucleotide diversity both within and between

groups is around one (Table 4), indicating a near-

absence of functional constraint in the antR-Cor gene

in the dwarf dogwood complex. These results contrast

with those obtained for the genus Cornus as a whole, in

which the antR-Cor gene showed a moderate level of

selective constraint (Ka/Ks = 0.41; Fan et al. 2004).

Gene genealogy and population subdivision

Clustering of sequences using neighbor-joining identi-

fied a strongly supported cluster consisting of the

purple/high-elevation ‘‘CS’’ samples as well as two

‘‘CH’’ samples with purple petals (#29), and a weakly

supported cluster consisting of the ‘‘CC’’, ‘‘CU’’, and

remaining ‘‘CH’’ samples. Within the latter cluster, a

smaller group closely corresponds to the white/low-

elevation Group ‘‘CC’’ and samples from the ‘‘CH’’

group with white petals (Fig. 4). This grouping is

congruent with the genetic distance estimation showing

a smaller distance between the ‘‘CC’’ and ‘‘CH’’,

‘‘CU’’ than between the ‘‘CS’’ to any of them.

Figure 5 shows the 95% statistical parsimony-based

haplotype network for the 46 samples. Since alleles

from the same sample (or individual) are always

grouped together in phylogenetic analysis, thus only a

single consensus sequence of the two alleles from each

sample (i.e., a single consensus sequence of the two

alleles from each sample was included in the network

analysis, using standard degeneracy codes at hetero-

zygous sites) was included in the network analysis for

simplicity (Fig. 5). The first clade includes the five

haplotypes from Group ‘‘CS’’ and two samples from a

Table 3 Molecular diversity in the myc-like anthocyanin regulatory gene in the dwarf dogwoods

Group Length n Nhap S pall psilent pnon-code psynon pnon-syn hw (4Nl) Tajima’s D Fu and Li’s D*

CC 3,793 12 9 29 0.00228 0.00229 0.00210 0.00316 0.00226 0.00245 –0.31461 0.80419
P > 0.1 P > 0.1

CS 3,998 10 6 64 0.00652 0.00501 0.00432 0.00856 0.00915 0.00548 0.93045 1.63903
P > 0.1 P < 0.02*

CH 3,805 24 22 90 0.00625 0.00700 0.00733 0.00536 0.00501 0.00635 –0.05841 1.30509
P > 0.1 P < 0.05*

CU 3,891 44 40 70 0.00372 0.00386 0.00405 0.00287 0.00319 0.00347 –0.39092 1.75670
P > 0.1 P < 0.02*

CC—C. canadensis; CS—C. suecica; CH—Hybrids; CU—C. unalaschkensis. n: sample size; Nhap: the number of observed haplotypes;
S: the number of observed mutation sites. pall: nucleotide diversity at all sites; psilent: nucleotide diversity at silent sites (synonymous
and non-coding regions); pnon-code: nucleotide diversity at non-coding regions (franking region and introns); psynon: nucleotide diversity
at synonymous sites; pnon-syn: nucleotide diversity at non-synonymous sites; hw: Watterson’s estimate of mutation parameter. *Sig-
nificant at the P < 0.05 level; **significant at the P < 0.01 level
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single ‘‘CH’’ sample (#29) bearing completely purple

petals. This clade has many fixed sequence variants

that are not found in other haplotypes (Fig. 5). The

second clade consists of the remaining haplotypes,

which are connected via a complex network (Fig. 5).

Six regions with non-linear connections among haplo-

types were found in the TCS network, suggesting gene

recombination. The network also recovers a closer

relationship of the ‘‘CH’’ and ‘‘CU’’ haplotypes to

those of the ‘‘CC’’, consistent with the clustering

analysis. All haplotypes in CC and CH individuals with

white petals (in box labeled ‘‘group CC and CH’’ in

Fig. 5) are derived from a single node in the network,

but a few of CU and bicolored CH haplotypes are also

part of this clade. Visual inspection of the sequence

alignment in Fig. 6 reveals possible additional recom-

bination events not identified by TCS. Haplotype 30

with the 12-nucleotide insertion is nested in the clade

missing the insertion (Fig. 5), while haplotypes 32 and

33 lacking the 12 bp are nested among the samples all

having the 12 bp. These haplotypes appear to have

arisen by recombination, producing results incongruent

Fig. 3 Polymorphic sites of antR-Cor of haplotypes in four
groups. ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B’’ are designated as two alleles if a samples
has two haplotypes. Dots indicate identity to topmost sequence.
Dashes represent gaps. Numbers following the population

identification number represent individuals. I: Group ‘‘CC’’; II:
Group ‘‘CS’’; III: Group ‘‘CH’’; IV: Group ‘‘CU’’
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Fig. 3 continued

Table 4 Sequence divergence between groups

Interspecific Kall Ksilent Knon-code Ks Ka Ka/Ks

CC–CH 0.00516 0.00536 0.00544 0.00499 0.00484 0.971
CS–CH 0.01254 0.01324 0.01405 0.00946 0.01144 1.212
CC–CS 0.01515 0.01575 0.01667 0.01149 0.01421 1.239
CC–CU 0.00539 0.00524 0.00522 0.00534 0.00570 1.068
CS–CU 0.01263 0.01316 0.01336 0.01223 0.01179 0.964
CH–CU 0.00549 000596 0.00630 0.00438 0.00474 1.082

Kall: the average number of nucleotide substitutions per site between groups for all sites; Ksilent: the average number of nucleotide
substitutions per site between groups for silent sites (synonymous and non-coding regions); Knon-code: the average number of nucleotide
substitutions per site between groups for non-coding sites (flanking region and introns); Ks: the average number of nucleotide
substitutions per site between groups for synonymous sites; Ka: the average number of nucleotide substitutions per site between groups
for non-synonymous sites
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with the neighbor-joining analysis (Fig. 4) in which all

haplotypes without the 12 bp-insertion are grouped in

the same cluster. Apparent recombination within the

haplotype network could also result from incorrect

inference of haplotypes from sequence polymorphisms.

The root position could not be evaluated for the hap-

lotype network, but the large number of steps sepa-

rating the ‘‘CS’’ clade from the remaining sequences is

consistent with a root position between these clades, as

suggested by the neighbor-joining analysis. It further

indicates that two ‘‘CU’’ haplotypes #36 (Wenatchee

Mts, Washington, USA) and #3 (northern Idaho, USA)

are ancestral among the ‘‘CU’’ haplotypes (based on

their internal positions and connecting with many

other haplotypes). These haplotypes give rise to many

other closely related ‘‘CU’’ haplotypes with few

mutational steps, suggesting recent expansion of the

‘‘CU’’ group.

Associations between amino acid sequence

variation and petal color

We translated DNA sequences of each haplotype for

47 samples into amino acid sequences. Eight of 47

samples have two haplotypes with only one amino acid

difference (Fig. 6). Visual examination of variable sites

in amino acid sequences show that variations at seven

sites are correlated with petal colors (Site 19, 228, 307,

380, 436, 464, 518) (Fig. 6). Site 19 from the interaction

domain and site 228 from the acidic domain, are fixed

with QV in the purple phenotype and with RA in the

white and bicolor phenotype, respectively. Sites 380
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from the acidic domain and site 518 from the C-ter-

minal domain, are fixed with DM in most white phe-

notypes and GL in the purple and most bicolor

phenotypes (Fig. 6). Site 464 from the bHLH domain is

fixed with V in the white colored phenotypes and with I

in the purple and bicolor phenotypes (Fig. 6). The

amino acid changes involve substitutions between

arginine (R) and glutamine (Q) at site 19, alanine (A)

and valine (V) at site 228, aspartic acid (D) and glycine

(G) at site 380, serine (S) and leucine (L) at site 436,

valine (V) and isoleucine (I) at site 464, and methio-

nine (M) and leucine (L) at site 518 (Fig. 6). Amino

acid haplotypes at these seven sites show that RA-

ADSVM (10 of 11 samples) and RASDSVM (1 of 11

samples) are associated with white petals; RAAGSIL

(2/29), RASGSIL (23/29), RASDLVM (1/29), RAS-

GSVL (2/29), and RASGSVM (1/29) are associated

with bicolored petals including the two samples with

red petals; QVSGLIL (5/7) and QVSGSIL (2/7) are

associated with purple petals (Fig. 6).

Discussion

Gene evolution, genealogy and dwarf dogwood

species limits

The pattern of sequence variation of the antR-Cor

gene in dwarf dogwoods shows significant positive

deviation from neutrality under Fu and Li’s test in all

groups other than CC. By contrast, Tajima’s test is

slightly negative in all groups except CS, and does not

deviate significantly from zero. This discrepancy ap-

pears to be due to the high similarity between the two

alleles carried by all individuals. As a consequence,

virtually all polymorphisms are present in at least two

alleles, resulting in an almost complete absence of

singletons whose frequency forms the basis for the Fu

& Li’s test (Fu and Li 1993). The non-neutral evolution

of the gene was also suggested by our previous analyses

of this gene for 10 divergent dogwood species (Fan

et al. 2004). The lack of allelic variation within indi-

viduals could be due either to selfing or to biparental

inbreeding in small isolated local populations. Al-

though other subgroups of Cornus have been found to

be self-incompatible (Gunatilleke and Gunatilleke

1984), preliminary inflorescence bagging experiments

in greenhouse suggest self-compatible in the dwarf

dogwoods (Xiang unpublished). The rhizomatous

nature of the dwarf dogwoods could also result in local

populations composed largely of clones, resulting in

small effective population sizes and elimination of

heterozygosity at most loci in a relatively small number

of generations. The two putatively homeologous gene

copies in CU samples are also highly similar except for

the presence vs. absence of the 12-bp insertion, which

is discussed further below.
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Cor gene in the dwarf
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Based on a cladistic analysis of morphological

characters, Murrell (1994) divided the dwarf dogwoods

into five lineages: Cornus canadensis, C. unalaschken-

sis, and C. suecica as distinct species, respectively, and

C. canadensis > C. suecica and C. suecica > C.

canadensis as two informal categories. Cornus unal-

aschkensis was considered a tetraploid derived from

hybridization between two diploid species (C. canad-

ensis and C. suecica) (Dermen 1932; Taylor and

Brockman 1966; Clay and Nath 1971; Bain and

Denford 1979). Cornus canadensis > C. suecica was

considered the product of backcrossing of hybrids to

C. canadensis, and morphologically more similar to

C. canadensis. Similarly, Cornus suecica > C. canad-

ensis, morphologically closer to C. suecica, were con-

sidered to be the products of backcrossing of hybrids to

C. suecica. We found no evidence supporting five

distinct lineages in the complex. Our data provide

support for two distinct lineages, one consisting of C.

suecica and the other consisting of C. canadensis, C.

unalaschkensis, and the diploid intermediates. We

found fixed molecular differences between the two

diploid species that are divergent in petal colors.

Moreover, our results from the antR-Cor sequence

data appear to raise the possibility that the bicolored

phenotype may not have originated from hybridization

between C. canadensis and C. suecica, but may instead

represent the progenitor condition of the C. canaden-

sis–bicolored complex, with the white flowers of C.

canadensis having arisen later. Four lines of evidence

support this hypothesis. First, the root position in the

neighbor-joining analysis suggests that alleles from

bicolored individuals are in basal positions in the

C. canadensis–bicolored complex, with C. canadensis

Fig. 6 Data matrix of petal
color scores and polymorphic
amino acid sites of antR-Cor
gene among haplotypes of the
dwarf dogwoods. Dots
indicate identity to topmost
sequence. Dashes represent
gaps. All bicolor and hybrid
samples with the gap
sequence presence have an
allele with the gap sequences
absent (not shown in the
figure). ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B’’ are
designated as two alleles if a
samples has two haplotypes.
The seven aminoacid sites
associated with petal colors
are marked in bold faces.
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alleles all within a derived subclade that has moderate

bootstrap support of 62% (Fig. 4). Second, C. canad-

ensis has the lowest level of polymorphism among the

phenotypic groups identified in this study (Table 3),

which may be evidence of a genetic bottleneck asso-

ciated with its derivation from a bicolored progenitor

population. Third, C. unalaschkensis and the diploid

bicolored group show only slightly less sequence

divergence from C. suecica than does C. canadensis

(Table 4). Fourth, all alleles bicolored individuals are

part of a complex and extensively recombinant

network of haplotypes encompassing C. canadensis and

C. unalaschkensis as well as the diploid bicolored

samples but distinct from C. suecica (Fig. 5). Our

method for inferring haplotypes in CU individuals

should, if anything, have biased the results of the

haplotype cluster analyses in the direction of identify-

ing two distinct haplotype classes. Instead, the two in-

ferred haplotypes from CU samples tended to cluster

together (Fig. 4). The high degree of similarity be-

tween the two copies of antR-Cor in C. unalaschkensis

is inconsistent with an allotetraploid origin, for which

the expectation would be for each individual to contain

one copy each from C. canadensis and C. suecica.

Alternatively, it is possible that chromosomes pair

randomly into bivalents in an allotetraploid C. unal-

aschkensis rather than pairing as differentiated ho-

meologs, and that the C. suecica chromosomes have

been lost due either to random processes or selection.

However, this would not explain the similar absence of

C. suecica alleles in all diploid CH samples with the

exception of one purple-petaled individual that is likely

to be a recent hybrid. It is also possible that limited

sampling across the geographic range of C. suecica

resulted in failure to find CS haplotypes within the CC/

CH/CU clade. All but one of the C. suecica samples,

however, came from areas in which CC and CH were

also sampled. The interspersion of CC, CH, and CU

alleles in the haplotype cluster appears more consistent

with C. unalaschkensis being an autopolyploid derived

from CH-like individuals rather than an allopolyploid

hybrid of C. canadensis and C. suecica (Figs. 4, 5).

Random chromosome pairing into bivalents would

explain the lack of differentiation between antR-Cor

copies in the CU samples. Under this scenario, if the

frequencies of alleles with and without the 12-bp

insertion were similar, tetraploids homozygous for the

presence or absence of the insertion would be rela-

tively rare, making their absence from the CU samples

unsurprising. The sequence and haplotype diversity of

C. unalaschkensis, which is only slightly less than that

of the diploid intermediates, suggests either that C.

unalaschkensis arose from a relatively large initial

population of tetraploids or that tetraploids have arisen

on multiple occasions.

This hypothesis of a non-hybrid origin for the

bicolored complex does not preclude the occurrence of

hybridization between C. canadensis, bicolored diploid

populations, and C. suecica. Sample #29, which con-

tains two C. suecica antR-Cor alleles (Fig. 3) and

C. suecica flower color but has other morphological

evidence of hybrid ancestry, seems likely to be the

result of recent hybridization between C. suecica and

diploid bicolored ancestors. Moreover, the range of

intermediate color and morphological characteristics in

the bicolored samples may result in part from

hybridization between C. canadensis and bicolored

populations.

The alternate scenario presented here for the origins

of C. unalaschkensis and diploid intermediates must be

treated only as a hypothesis at present, and evaluated

in the context of morphological evidence. It is possible

that the phylogenetic pattern and the lower sequence

diversity observed for C. canadensis is due to sampling

error (e.g., ancestral haplotypes of C. canadensis were

missed in the sampling or have been lost). Moreover,

the patterns found in antR-Cor may not be concordant

with the evolution of the dwarf dogwoods complex due

to incomplete lineage sorting, effects of hybridization,

and possibly selection (Felsenstein 2004). Thus,

hypotheses for the origins and evolution of the dwarf

dogwoods complex should be tested by isolating and

sequencing additional nuclear genes with sampling

from other geographic regions. If our hypothesis of a

functional role for antR-Cor is correct (see below),

genes unlikely to be involved in flower color or other

aspects of morphological variation should not show

similar patterns of allelic diversity and relationships to

those reported for the antR-Cor gene.

Given the widespread distribution of the ‘‘CU’’

group, it is possible that selection favors the bicolored

tetraploid genotypes, which may permit adaptation to a

wider range of environments. For example, bicolor

petals would be beneficial for plants for attracting

pollinators and improving stress tolerance, or this trait

could be associated with some other advantageous

phenotypes that could help tetraploids and diploid

intermediates adapt to new and diverse niches.

Correlation between color of petals and gene

evolution

We considered the possibility of a functional role for

antR-Cor in flower color variation. First, there is

abundant evidence that mutation in anthocyanin

regulatory genes can lead to petal color changes (see
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review by Mol et al. 1998). Second, some polymor-

phisms resulting in non-conservative amino acid

changes sort out with the flower color differences in the

dwarf dogwood complex. While a statistical test of

sequence-phenotype associations is not valid due to

lack of random mating within the overall complex, it is

possible that the observed sorting has a functional bias.

Activities and properties of proteins are the conse-

quence of interactions among their constitutive amino

acids. Therefore, the changes of amino acids with dif-

ferent chemical properties (e.g. side chain, electrostatic

interactions, hydrophobic effects, and the size of resi-

due) will potentially affect the structure and function

of proteins (Atchley et al. 2000).

Substitutions in four sites (sites 19, 307, 380, and

436) between two alleles involve the residues with

different chemical structures and/or charges (Fig. 6).

Site 19 in the interaction domain involves the substi-

tution between arginine (white flowers), a basic amino

acid, and glutamine (purple flowers). The uncharged

residues in the interaction domain are believed to play

an important role in forming a hydrophobic core for

regulatory proteins. Glutamine as an uncharged amino

acid, thus, might play a role in maintaining the normal

regulatory function in generating the purple color

phenotypes. Site 436 is located in the bHLH domain,

and shows a substitution between serine (S) and leu-

cine (L). Leucine is mainly found in samples with

purple petals. Neither leucine nor serine is a basic

amino acid, but they differ in their hydrophobicity.

Leucine, a hydrophobic residue, is required for dimer

formation. Serine, in contrast, has a hydrophilic side

chain that may be required for binding in the basic

region. Thus, substitutions between leucine and serine

may cause improper binding. In the acidic domain, our

data show that substitutions in two sites involving

amino acids with different chemical properties (site

307-alanine vs. serine, and site 380-glysine vs. aspartic

acid) are associated with petal color. At site 307, ala-

nine, a hydrophobic residue, is found only in samples

with white petals, with two exceptions, and the pres-

ence of serine, which is hydrophilic, is associated with

purple petals. At site 380, aspartic acid, an acidic and

hydrophilic amino acid, is nearly fixed with white petal

phenotype, and the presence of glycine, a non-acidic

and hydrophobic amino acid is associated with purple

petals. This substitution at site 380 seems to counter

the expectation that in the acidic domain; acidic/

hydrophilic amino acids are required for transactiva-

tion. However, glycine is a very small amino acid; its

replacement by the large aspartic acid may disrupt the

protein secondary structure, potentially effecting the

transactivation in the white flower.

The observed relationship between gene se-

quences and petal color phenotypes in the hybrids

indicate that the antR-Cor gene could be at least

partially responsible for the petal color patterns in

the dwarf dogwoods. Over the long term, mutations

in the anthocyanin regulatory gene may have led to

species divergence in the dwarf dogwoods. None of

the sites we have identified show a complete asso-

ciation with flower color, but it is possible that the

antR-Cor gene controls flower color in combination

with genes at other loci. Alternatively, sites in reg-

ulatory regions outside the coding region may be

responsible for functional differences in the antR-Cor

alleles.

Our results raise new questions about the nature

of intermediate phenotypes within the dwarf dog-

wood complex, suggesting that they may represent an

ancestral condition rather than the results of more

recent hybridization. Nevertheless, there is evidence

for ongoing hybridization, which may be responsible

for some of the phenotypic variability within the

complex. It is well documented that hybridization

followed by introgression may lead to transfer of

traits from one taxon into another, allowing for

range expansion of the introgressed form (e.g.

Lewontin and Birch 1966). Similarly, polyploidy

events such as those that gave rise to C. unalaschk-

ensis can create novel opportunities for adaptive

evolution due to the extensive opportunities for

functional diversification in duplicated genes (Wendel

2000). Both hybridization and polyploidy are evident

in the evolution of the dwarf dogwoods, and may

have contributed to variation in pigmentation and

consequent range expansion in the complex.

Resolving the evolutionary relationships within the

complex and determining the molecular basis for

phenotypic evolution will require more detailed

functional analysis of the antR-Cor gene, combined

with analysis of sequence variation at additional loci.
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